
**Series summary:** Science fiction police series based on the movies of the same title but set in the fictional ‘Delta City’ in the near future. RoboCop (Eden) is a cyborg with the brain of a human policeman nearly killed in the line of duty.

**Ghosts of war** (4/22/1994)

**Credits:** director, Alan J. Levi; writer, John Sheppard.  
**Cast:** Richard Eden, Blu Mankuma, Jon Cypher, Roger Earl Mosley.  
**Summary:** Amazon War veterans, dying of cancer from exposure to a chemical agent used during the war, steal a plasma cannon and seize the city’s power plant. They threaten to destroy the cold fusion plant unless their former commander, Gen. Eugene Omar (Cypher), goes public about their use as guinea pigs in the experimental use of the biotoxin. Has clear parallels to the Agent Orange controversy in Vietnam.
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